Dear Candidate,
You are required to go through the below mentioned seat allocation criteria before freezing
the seat in the allotted institution:
 Choices submitted by the candidates will be processed centrally and seats will be allotted in
the order of merit as per the guidelines and on the basis of choices filled by the candidate.
Reservation policy of the UTs of Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh Govt. will be followed.
 Once the candidate has confirmed her/his seat by using freeze option with respect to allotted
course and college, Welcome Letter will be received by her/him from the allotted college
itself.
 Choices filled by candidate will be locked automatically once the last date is over. Prior to
every round of counseling, choice filling option will be opened based on the vacant seats
where candidate can fill their revised preferences again.
 The Candidates can fill the choices of courses / institution with a maximum limit of 100
only.
 The Candidates who have not opted for any of the options for confirming (freeze/float) /
not interested in PMSSS, their seat will be cancelled automatically and the same will be
offered to the next candidate as per merit and vacancy in subsequent rounds of counselling.
Such candidates will not be permitted for next /subsequent round of counselling.
 The College/ Branch once freezed or surrendered cannot be changed and will be treated
as final.
 Any candidate who have opted for the float option with a specific course and college in any
round, then she/he will not get the same combination (course & college) during subsequent
rounds of counselling.
 The candidates are required to exercise all the possible choices of the Institutes while

filling their preferences.
 Diploma holder Candidates will be eligible for admission in B.Tech. (Lateral Entry) in the
similar Engineering branch only subject to the vacant seats of academic year 2019-20.
 No change of college /course at later stage will be entertained by the Council and in
dispute, the decision of the Chairman, AICTE will be final.
 The allotment of seat is provisional and it will be confirmed only after fulfilling the
eligibility criteria for the course as prescribed by the affiliating University/Institution.
 Candidates are advised to fill the choices of courses / institution judiciously after
fulfilling the eligibility criteria for the respective course as prescribed by the affiliating
University/Institution.
 The candidates are required to upload their joining report on PMSSS candidate’s login
(https://www.aicte-jk-scholarship-gov.in/) issued by the Institution and Bank Mandate
having bank account seeded with Aadhar. Details are available on AICTE Web-Portal
(https://www.aicte-india.org/bureaus/jk/2020-2021 ) in notification section.
 The college is required to verify the Joining Report, Bank, Aadhar details and DBT
application submitted by the PMSSS beneficiary students without any delay to enable
AICTE to process her/his DBT.
 The Candidates who failed to upload their joining report on the AICTE PMSSS Portal by
using Candidate ID & Password on or before the last date of that round of counselling,
their seats will be cancelled automatically and no request will be entertained by the
Council.
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